
Overlay Instructions 

Congratulations on acquiring your set of new 5-piece acrylic emblem overlays! 

Listed below are a detailed set of instructions to help you install your overlays correctly. 

Please read them in their entirety before attempting to install. 

 

**You MUST watch the YouTube videos in the link provided before installation, then read instructions through before installing** 

www.isfpcustomemblems.com/video-archive 

Click on 5-piece, then watch the 3-piece method.  The 3-piece video is a shorter video with less info, meant to be 

watched after the 5-piece video. 

 

Note* On Steps 5, 7 and 8, of the 5-piece installation video, you will be reusing your 3M bonding wipe, *DO NOT THROW AWAY* 

Read further down in the instructions for details 

 

*Must be installed in warm weather (10° Celsius / 50° Fahrenheit) and on a clean and dry truck* 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Tools needed:  Exacto knife/Sharp knife, Multi-Surface cleaner (Windex, Mr.Clean, Lysol etc.), (1) Micro-fiber cloth, (2) Alcohol cleaning 

wipes, or any rubbing alcohol 70% and above, (2) 3M Bonding wipes (included), (1) spray bottle of All-sol (last 3 included in installation 

kit). *Wash hands before/after installation. 

 

Step 1:  CAREFULLY remove the Ford ovals from the sticky cardboard to get them ready to apply. (*Be careful when doing this. If the 

protective plastic paper is removed from the back of the oval, carefully stick it back on*) 

 

Step 2:  If there is any heavy dirt on your truck, please wash it before doing this step.  Take a clean micro-fiber cloth and spray your 

vehicle’s emblem with the selected multi-surface cleaner of choice, and wipe it clean with the cloth, ensuring to remove any dirt, or 

debris from the emblem. Let dry for 10-20 seconds. 

 

Step 3:  Use an alcohol wipe, or rubbing alcohol of at least 70% or greater, and wipe the ENTIRE emblem.  Cleaning the lettering, blue 

oval, inner and outer rings. 

 

Step 4:  Before you begin step 5, ensure you have EVERYTHING needed to continue with the next steps!  

(Exacto knife, 3M bonding wipe (*will be reusing, don’t throw away!), All-sol spray) Music, Coffee, and whatever else you may need!) 

http://www.isfpcustomemblems.com/video-archive


***You should have watched the installation video already, but if not, watch before moving on** 

Step 5:  CAREFULLY remove the “F” and the “ord” from the oval backing. (Be careful removing the letters from the oval as they can be 

attached/sticky in the corners. DO NOT CUT, lightly pull if they become stuck) and set them on a clean surface near you. Remove the 

3M bonding wipe from the package (Don’t Throw Away!) and rub the ENTIRE emblem, while focusing on the outer ring. (This will 

ensure proper bondage with the overlay) DO NOT let the bonding adhesion sit for more then 2-3 minutes as the overlay will become 

harder to reposition if need be. Once the emblem is fully covered move onto the next step. (Please stick bonding wipe back in package 

for steps 7 and 8) 

 

Step 6: )  Remove the plastic protection backing on the Ford Oval (The piece the lettering sits in) then, gently/lightly place either the 

left, or right corner onto the Ford emblem mounted on the vehicle, carefully aligning the top section of the overlay with the top section 

of the emblem. (*Please note this CANNOT be repositioned once applied, before removing the red backing, do a mock install so get 

comfortable with the process and the placement before you attempt to install*) Run your finger along the top of the emblem while 

pressing down lightly to ensure bondage with the emblem. Go to the other side and check to make sure both corners line up and are 

equal. 

 

Step 7:  Take your exacto knife and remove the plastic backing to the (F) and wipe it with the supplied 3M wipe.  Place it in the (F) spot 

for the overlay on the truck, pressing firmly on all parts of the letter and paying extra attention to the top, bottom, and edges of the 

letter as pictured below.  Then remove the plastic backing for (ORD) and do the same, pushing firmly, and evenly across the all of the 

letters to ensure proper bonding as pictured below. (Doing this will guarantee the letters stick to the emblem without chance of lifting 

around the edges) (Please stick bonding wipe back in package for step 8)   

 

 

Step 8:  Take your 3M wipe and rub the outside of the emblem along the inner and outer ring lines. Once completed, remove the 

plastic backing to the inner ring and place it over the inner ring section. (make sure the bond is nice and tight around the top and 

bottom, pushing down on both) (You can now throw away your 3M wipe) 

 

Step 9:  Take the plastic backing off the outer ring and place it on the outer ring section of the emblem ensuring a tight bond/fit around 

the inner ring. Take your hand and push all around the emblem to make sure it is pushed on and has starting the bonding process!  To 

guarantee bonding process, Do Not wash your vehicle for a full 24 hours from the date, and time of installation; doing so wil l void 

warranty. 

 

Step 10:  Enjoy those stares, share the love and check out our referral program! 

 

***DO NOT wash your vehicle for a full 24 hours*** 

 

If you have any questions, concerns, or comments, feel free to message us on Instagram at: @isfpcustomemblems or by visiting our 

website at www.isfpcustomemblems.com and leaving a message through the chat option and we’ll get back to you asap! 

 

http://www.isfpcustomemblems.com/


CARE INSTRUCTIONS 

- Do NOT wipe your emblems with a cloth unless the cloth is around your fingertip and you are CAREFULLY going around the 

letters as they could pull up. (especially with chrome lettering) 

- Wash your emblem as you would the rest of your vehicle, holding the pressure washing wand at the recommended 1.5 - 2 ft 

away from your vehicle. 

- Do NOT hold the pressure washer directly on the overlay for a prolonged period as like any other part of your vehicle, such 

pressure could cause damage. (Recommended time no longer than 3 seconds 

- When/If you wish to remove your overlay, please go to the video archives section of the website and watch our removal 

video.  You can also contact us to provide a printable version of these instructions. 

 

 


